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Profitable Point 1 

The Wikaniko Higher Income Plan (W.H.I.P.) is simple to understand. However, there is a profitable 

trick or two that you may have overlooked! 

As you know, you buy something at wholesale, and you sell it at retail. You get 33% commission 

based on the wholesale to retail markup (not 33% flat commission). This equates to about 20 – 25% 

in real money terms. 

However, if you do more than 100CV in personal sales a month, you get a volume bonus of 5%. 

If you do more than 300 CV in a month, you get a whopping  9% on top of the basic commission! 

So now you know why dropshippers for example do a lot of sales. When they reach 300CV, which 

quite a few do, a whole new pile of commission trips in. 

That’s point 1 

Profitable Point 2 is also easy to understand. 

We encourage distributors to aim for at least 100CV personally every month. There are two reasons 

for this – first they get the 5% extra volume bonus, but also if and when they have a team they get 

paid Group Volume (commission on their team) down through not one, but 3 levels! 

Now for point 3 

Profitable point 3 is also easy to understand but difficult to get across 

…so bear with us while I explain it in very simple terms.  

We have a totally unique bookkeeping service, created by the HQ team, and run by George our 

amazing Finance Director, who knows just about everything there is to know about running a self 

employed business from home. 

As you are probably aware, it is a legal obligation to register as self employed if you are running any 

sort of opportunity at or from hone, such as an mlm opportunity. Now we are horrified at the 

thought of all these mlm distributors in hundreds of companies all operating illegally! The silly thing 

is that if they did it correctly, they would be massively better off in the form of tax credits, tax 

refunds, and reclamation of expenses for everything they use in relation to their opportunity. It is a 

message that we cannot get across, because many people think that if they ‘stay under the radar’ 

they can pocket any earnings tax free. That is the stupidest mistake that any mlm distributor can 



make, and it is no wonder why so many are unable to make any money from their opportunity. 

Subconsciously they are scared to make any real money in case the tax man finds out! It is a vicious 

circle of self defeat…. 

We have estimated that anyone who is on the fabulous Midasbooks service and doing at least their 

36CV or more a month could be entitled to hundreds, if not thousands of pounds in tax refunds 

perhaps going back over several years!  Our facebook pages, previous newsletters etc. are littered 

with testimonials from people who are enjoying this service, and who get hundreds, even thousands 

of pounds in tax refunds, plus tax credits, etc. Furthermore they are around £80 a month better off 

by doing things legally and properly and claiming everything that they are legally entitled to. 

Do you know the craziest thing? Like everything else that we do, we do not earn or make a single 

penny out of the MidasBooks service.  We set it up to help people like you to benefit from being part 

of the Wikaniko family, and we set it up so that you could hold your head up with pride, knowing 

that you were one of the 5% of mlm distributors in the UK running your business as a business, not 

as a chancer, trying to make a few quid here and there, and never succeeding.  

So why not investigate it? After all there is a month’s FREE trial where you can communicate with 

George about your personal circumstances in confidence (even the grey areas) and he will help you, 

without judgement or criticism. George does it all for you, INCLUDING your annual tax return. All you 

need to do is enter your monthly expenses online on our special program at www.midasmoney.net  

I’ll let you into a secret. Many people say “that’s okay. I don’t need this service – I’ve got my own 

accountant” or “I do my own tax return” 

In virtually every case over the last 8 years, George has been able to save them even more – because 

he knows more about running a self employed opportunity from home than any professional that I 

know. 

Summary 

Do your 100Cv as a matter of course, to get your 5% volume bonus, and get paid 3 levels deep as a 

Qualified Distributor. Then teach your team how to do that as well, and WHY they should do that. 

If you can, aim for 300CV because you get a massive 9% bonus on top of your commission – and 

then you will understand that it really is worthwhile retailing. You get 42% commission when you do. 

As a point of interest, a corner shop owner works night and day to make just 20% gross profit on his 

sales…. 

Get on to the free trial for MidasBooks at www.midasmoney.net and FIND OUT just how much you 

are missing out on. You will be staggered! You could be entitled to hundreds, perhaps thousands of 

pounds from what you have done over the last few years – even if you haven’t made any profits 

from whatever company  you joined. (If you bought a lot of cases of product etc., because you were 

persuaded or encouraged to do so, that’s a big business expense for a start! 

WISE UP AT WIKANIKO. DO IT LIKE THE PROFESSIONALS DO, SO YOU CAN MAKE MONEY LIKE THE 

PROFESSIONALS DO…AND TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT THIS PHENOMENAL OPPORTUNITY 

 



 

 


